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ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND:
The Hikoratachi Corporation was formed out of two smaller technical engineering companies in the late 1970’s. It was
owned and operated by a conglomerate of shareholders as a startup micro processing manufacturer. The company
entered into the tech race and was firmly established in the Silicone Valley region of San Jose, California as a manufacturer
of highly capacitated computer transistor chips in 1983. The company has been known for having some of the most
intelligent computer scientist working for it. A cultural transition towards a more influential Japanese run organization
transcribed with the election of Shouling Hikoratachi to the position of executive president. Stocks, shares and company
assets doubled within the second year of Shouling’s election and the company was mass-producing its microprocessors
worldwide by 1986. The Hikoratachi Corporation has been a leader in it’s market and has put several smaller companies
out of business along with acquiring some along the way. The company merged three more times in 1987, 1992 and 1995
with three of the five remaining computer chip manufacturing competitors, making it the one of the largest and most
powerful technical companies of the day. Allegations were rumored of the company having affiliations with militant factions
and/or left wing extremists groups, particularly executive president Shouling Hikoratachi. A federal investigation was
launched into these allegations, which in turn sparked a hostile takeover from the company’s remaining shareholders, but
failed to happen. The company was later awarded a federal defense computer contract in 1999 for producing super
conductive micro transistor computer chips for the government. It succeeded very well in achieving one of the most
productive and fastest micro processor in the world. Again, allegations were rumored of possible illegal sales and
profiteering of these computer chips, which lead to another attempt of a hostile takeover, and once again was
unsuccessful. Since 2001, no hostile takeover has ever been tried again, since Shouling Hikoratachi bought out and owns
65% of the corporation. A transition towards a high quality of standards was implemented in 2002. With this transition, a
report of the company trying to produce self-powered super conductive micro transistor computer chips, which would
revolutionize the industry, was rumored. In 2004, the Hikoratachi Corporation was nominated for the "Achievement of
Excellence" award, for being one of the pioneering leaders in the technology of producing super conductive micro transistor
computer chips. It is said the company has a net worth of three hundred and fifty billion dollars, in which the company has
recently expanded it’s research and development department along with obtaining many foreign and domestic
governmental and private sector technical contracts. The company flourishes to this day.

